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Introduetion
White dwarf stars represent one of the two final stages of
normal stellar evolution. Their degenerate core of a very small
mass range (0.6 M0± 0.2 M0 ) and a radius 01 < 1/100 R0 is
surrounded by a convection zone and an atmosphere with a
thickness 01 several hund red metres. The ellective temperatures lor the observed objects range Irom 70,000 K with the
colours of 0 stars down to 4,000 K with the colours 01 early M
stars. This cooling sequence is due to the initial mass and the
age 01 the stars, the coolest objects being several1 09 years old.
For lurther details about white dwarfs and the evolution leading
to their formation see Koester (1982, The Messenger No. 28, p
25).
From white dwarf birth rates and cooling theory it is possible
to compute number densities expected lor various temperature
or bolometric magnitude intervals. For hot white dwarfs (Telf
> 12,000 K) observations agree weil with predictions (Green
1980, Astrophysical Journal 238, 685), whereas theory predicts more cool white dwarfs (T elf < 8,000 K) than are actually
known (Liebert et al. 1979, Ap. J. 233,226). According to these
authors there should be 11 white dwarfs with M bol between 13m
and 15m within a distance of 10 pc and north 01 b = -20°, but
only 8 are known. This is not significant; however, the delicit is
more pronounced for stars with 15m < M bOI < 17m ; instead 0140
only 3 are observed.
Several attempts to find these "missing" white dwarfs
focused upon stars with large proper motions, but without much
success. So we decided to investigate stars with small proper
motions (generally less than 0:'5/year), mpg < 15m, 0 > b >
-35°, to look lor nearby white dwarfs with tangential velocities
< 40 km/so As sources lor our candidates we took the Lowell
Observatory GD and G Lists (Giclas, Burnham and Thomas
1980 and 1978, Lowell Observatory Bulletin 166 and 164)
because they provide proper motions, photographic magnitudes, colour estimates, precise coordinates and good linding charts.

Photometrie Observations
From 1980 to 1983 a total 01 173 stars have been observed
during 6 observing periods. Ouring the lirst two seasons the
Bochum 61 cm telescope on La Silla was used, in 1980 with the
old OC amplilication photometer system and in 1981 with the
new pulse-counting photometer, which now works completely
computer-controlled as does the telescope mounting. This new
computer control gave a better internal accuracy 01 the measurements (typically a lew hundredths 01 a magnitude lor stars
with V = 12m to 15m), thus signilicantly enhancing the efficiency
01 the telescope. With the Bochum telescope, observations
were carried out in the UBV and Strömgren uvby systems.
Ouring the lollowing lour observing seasons we used the ESO
1 m telescope for UBVRI and uvby measurements.

Data Analysis
Classilication 01 the stars is done by means 01 various twocolour diagrams. The classical diagram (Fig. 1) allows recognition 01 main-sequence stars with spectral types later than about
B 3, 01 hydrogen-rich white dwarfs (DA) and 01 white dwarfs
with helium or continuous spectra (OB or OC). The two crosses
high above the black-body line represent white dwarfs with
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Fig. 1: Strömgren two-c%ur diagram (u-b)l(b-y) of stars observed in
1980-1983 with the Bochum 61 cm and ESO 1 m te/escopes on La
Silla. The b/ack-body fine (bb) and the main sequence are indicated.
(0) newly c/assified stars; (.) new observations of known white dwarf
stars; (x) a/ready known white dwarfs.

strong C 2 absorption bands, leading initially to the suggestion
that the object observed with similar colours might be a white
dwarf 01 spectral type C 2 . However, spectra taken with the ESO
1.52 m telescope (see below) show strong emission lines
revealing GD 1339 as a aso with z = 0.114. At VE = 14~6 it is
one 01 the brightest asos in the sky.
In the very hot region 01 the (u-b)/(b-y) diagram, however, it is
not possible to separate white dwarfs with T elf> 50,000 K lrom
subdwarfs and early-type main-sequence stars. The same is
true in the very cool region, where white dwarfs 01 T elf <
6,000 K can be mixed up with subdwarfs 01 spectral types sdF,
G and K. Both problems can be solved by introducing new twocolour diagrams where the coordinates are taken Irom different
filter systems. Fig.2 shows the hot end 01 the (u-b)/(U-V)
diagram where a clear separation between the main sequence
and the black-body line exists. In this diagram the white dwarls
cluster around the black-body line regardless 01 their spectral
types. The same is true lor the (R-I)/(u-b) diagram (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: Combined two-colour diagram (R-I)/Strämgren (u-b). This diagram allows recognition of cool white dwarf stars. Symbols are the
same as in Fig. 1.
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~ig. 2: Combined two-colour diagram Strämgren (u-b)/Johnson (U- V)
or hot stars. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.

Fr0';1 these and similar two-eolour diagrams 46 stars were
elasslfled as white dwarfs.
For aehieving our goal- to determine the number of white
dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood - the distanees of our new
objeets should be known. Various eolour-Iuminosity relations
Were ~sed two derive photometrie parallaxes. Absolute visual
~agnltudes for cool stars were derived from a Mvf(B- V) relation
~Iven by Greenstein (1976, Astrophysical Journal 81, 323),
om a linear regression Mvf(b-y) based on Graham's data
(1972, A. J. 77, 144) as eited by Green (1980, Ap. J. 238,685),
and from linear regressions Mvf(u-b) and Mvf(R-I) wh ich we
ealeulated for stars with known trigonometrie parallaxes. Sinee
only very few hot white dwarfs have measured parallaxes,
seeond order polynomials were fitted to hot hydrogen-rieh
~odel atmospheres (Wesemael, Auer, van Horn, Savedoff
t 980, Ap. J. Suppl. 43, 159) or to helium-rieh (OB) white dwarfs
t~ deflne again eolour-Iuminosity relations. Oistanees were
then eomputed fromthe ealeulated absolute magnitudes and
e ob~erved magnltudes. The resulting spatial distribution
(exeludlng GD 1339) is given in Table 1).
"!-able 1. Distances o( photometrically identified white dwarfs
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Spectroscopic Observations

h~lthou9h photometry is a powerful tool forthe identifieation of
W Ite dwarfs, there still remains a chance for not reeognizing
same subdwarfs or binary stars. For a deeisive elassifieation,
~~eetros.eopy is neeessary. Five of our photometrieally iden'f~d whlte dwarfs have already been speetroseopieally clas~~ led, ~ainly by Greenstein (1980, Ap. J. 242,738). Ouring two
ghts In Oetober 1982 we had the chance to take image-tube
Spectra of 16 others with the Boiler & Chivens speetrograph at

the ESO 1.52 m telescope. A dispersion of 171 Atmm was
suffieient for these stars with only a few but broad lines.
The spectra alltogether eonfirm the photometrie elassifieation of 14 objeets; among the others are a subdwarf, a subdwarf
binary and a OSO. If we apply this sueeess ratio of 2/3 to our 46
photometrieally identified white dwarfs, there should remain
about 30 to be eonfirmed by means of speetroscopy.

Results, Prospects for Future Research
The most important result of this investigation is the removal
of the alleged defieit for cool white dwarfs. This is obtained by
applieation of the just mentioned reduetion faetor (%) to our
observed white dwarf numbers and extrapolation of our small
observed sky area to the same total area as in Liebert et al.
(1979, loe. eiL). We even find slightly more cool white dwarfs
than are predieted; this stresses the need forfuture speetroscopie checks of the photometrie identifieation proeedure and for a
better statistieal basis of our sueeess ratio.
A further result is a substantial inerease of the number of
observations of southern GD stars. In the sky area under
eonsideration there are about 250 stars brighter than
m pg = 15';'0. At the beginning of our projeet 50 stars had already
been observed with 9 stars elassified as white dwarfs. We add
78 stars with photometry and 14 with speetra, raising the
number of white dwarfs to about 31 (after applieation of the
reduetion factor). So Greenstein 's (1969, Ap. J. 158,281) initial
experienee has been eonfirmed by the present investigation:
GD stars are very promising white dwarf eandidates.
In addition to a large number of normal white dwarfs several
objeets have shown up whieh are of great interest individuallyone extremely hot white dwarf (Taft ~ 70,000 K, speetral type
supposedly 00), one star with a eontinuous speetrum (OC), a
nova-like variable just dropping from its permanent maximum,
and an exeitingly bright OSO. For these objeets extended
investigations are planned or already being earried out (e.g.
observations with the IUE satellite, Oetober 1983).
It would be worthwile to eontinue our programme by ineluding objeets whieh are one magnitude fainter to improve statisties for at least one field of the Southern Sky.
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